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Abstract—The generation of secret keys from reciprocal wire-
less channel by exploiting their randomness nature, is an
emerging area of interest to provide secure communication.
One of the main challenges in this domain is to increase the
secret key length, extracted from the shared channel coefficients
between two legitimate communication parties, while maintaining
its randomness and uniformity. In this work, we develop a
practical key generation method, based on channel quantization
with singular value decomposition (CQSVD), which is capable
of significantly increasing the generated secret key in MIMO
systems. This is achieved through quantizing the phases and
amplitudes of the estimated MIMO channel coefficient’s matrix
by using an alternative form of SVD, where the key sequence is
extracted from the orthogonal basis functions of the decomposed
channel. In this method, it is shown that for an M ×M antenna
system, with M2 independent channel fading coefficients, a secret
key sequence of length 2M3 can be generated. The extracted
key sequence is transformed to a random phase sequence, which
is then used to manipulate the transmitted data on a symbol
level basis rather than bit level-basis, to provide more secure
communication. The comparative simulation results show that
the proposed CQSVD method outperforms the state of the art
secret key generation methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the broadcast nature of wireless signals, the secu-

rity of wireless devices is becoming more challenging than

before. Traditional security techniques are mainly based on

cryptographic keys [1] to fulfill the security requirements [2].

However, key establishment, management and distribution pro-

cesses in wireless networks, are challenging, especially with

current and future heterogeneous and de-centralized networks.

Recently, physical layer security has drawn great research

interest because of its capability in eliminating the requirement

of an authenticated communication channel, to manage and

distribute keys, by using channel and noise measurement as a

source of randomness to generate secret keys [2], [3].
In physical layer-based key generation, the transmitter and

receiver extract random sequences, called secret keys, from

the random variations of the reciprocal wireless channel be-

tween them, and then use them to encrypt and decrypt the

data by performing similar processing at their sides [4], [5].

The fundamental theoretical work behind this direction can

be traced back to [6], which is very similar to the work

independently done in [7], [8]. The secret key generation

analysis made in [6], was extended to account for the presence

of an active eavesdropper in [9]-[11]. In [12], researchers

proposed a technique that uses the short term reciprocity of the

radio channel to secure information, in which, the exchange

of information does not require the availability of a common

secure key between two users since the phase of the fading

coefficients are used as a secret key. The proposed technique in

[12] can also be used for cryptographic key agreement between

two users. In [13], a technique, which directly quantizes the

complex channel coefficients, was suggested. In [14], discretiz-

ing the extracted coefficients of some practical and standard-

ized multipath components, was investigated. In [15], level

crossing rates of the fading processes are exploited for key

generation. In [16], channel estimates are used as correlated

random variable for information reconciliation. Quantization

of channel phases to generate longer keys for a multi-tone

communication system was studied in [17]-[19]. On the other

hand, the authors of [20], [21] used time-varying frequency

characteristics of OFDM wireless systems to explore channel

based key generation and key agreement.

Multiple-antenna based devices are capable of significantly

increasing the randomness of channel, which can be used

for secret key generation and agreement. Recently, multiple

antenna links and the corresponding secrecy and secret key

rates are studied in [22], [27]. In [23], the secret key rate for

the basic source model with a MIMO channel was studied.

In [24], a practical multiple-antenna based key generation

technique is presented, in which the randomness is extracted

from the measured received signal strength indicator (RSSI). It

was shown that the increase in the number of antennas at Eve

could not infer more information to her about the secret keys

generated from the main channel. In [25], the author proposed

two practical key generation techniques for the MIMO-OFDM

systems. The first is based on using precoding matrix indicator

(PMI) for secret key generation, while the second matrix is

based on channel quantization for increasing the length of

the secret key. In RSSI and channel quantization-based key

generation techniques [27], the length of the generated key

is not only affected by the channel randomness, but also

by the quantization method applied on the estimated channel

coefficients.

In this work, we develop and propose a key generation

method based on channel quantization with SVD (CQSVD),

for increasing the generated key length in MIMO systems.

In specific, the amplitudes and phases of the complex MIMO

channel coefficients, are quantized using the proposed CQSVD

method. By using this method, it is shown that a key vector

of length 2M3 can be generated from a block fading M ×M
MIMO channel. To achieve key renewal process, the generated
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Fig. 1. The wireless communications scenario considered in this work.

key vector can be updated over each fading block or after sev-

eral blocks. Moreover, in this work, encryption is performed

on a symbol level basis rather than bit level-basis to provide

more secure communication, since in this case brute force

attack cannot easily be performed on the application layer

without using specific devices to capture the data symbols. The

obtained results prove that the employment of such method

can significantly increase the key length, without causing

high key mismatch probability or breaking its uniformity

and randomness. Additionally, since the operation of this

method highly depends on the channel, the key performance

is tested against the effect of imperfect channel estimation and

imperfect reciprocity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the system model is presented. Then, the proposed method is

explained in Section III. In Section IV, the simulation results

are discussed, while the conclusion is drafted in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

We consider a spatial multiplexing MIMO communication

system model as presented in Fig. 1. In particular, a legitimate

source (Alice) and a legitimate user (Bob), that are equipped

with multiple antennas denoted by Mt and Mr, respectively,

want to generate a shared secret key vector by using the

channel related information, i.e., amplitude and phase. The

antenna spacing at each terminal is at least have wavelength

(λ2 ) to provide sufficiently de-correlated signals. Also, there

is a passive adversary, Eve, who tries to eavesdrop on the

communication between Alice and Bob. Eve is equipped with

multiple antennas (Me) and can listen to all the communication

between Alice and Bob, and she also knows the key extraction

algorithm. We also assume that Eve cannot be very close

to legitimate nodes, i.e., Eve’s distance to legitimate nodes

cannot be less than few multiples of the wavelength [26]. This

will ensure that Bob and Eve experience independent channel

realizations [6]. Under these assumptions, Alice first transmits

a reference signal to Bob for channel estimation and then

Bob sends back a reference signal to Alice and after that they

apply CQSVD method, which will be explained in detail in the

next section. After that, Alice applies symbol level encryption

on the transmitted data symbol vector xn ∈ CMt×1 using

a phase randomization (PR) vector, made from the extracted

key. Alice then transmits the resulting encrypted data symbol

vector x ∈ CMt×1 to Bob. The baseband received signal at

Bob’s side in a matrix form is given by

yb =

√
Ex

Mt
Hbx+ zb (1)

where, Ex is the symbol energy, Mt is the number of transmit

antennas, Hb ∈ C [Mr×Mt] and zb ∈ CMr×1 are the complex

channel response and the zero-mean complex additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) of Bob’s channel, respectively. The

baseband received signal at Eve’s side in matrix form is given

by

ye =

√
Ex

Mt
Hex+ ze (2)

Where He and ze are the complex channel response, and

AWGN of the Eve’s channel, respectively. It should be noted

that in this system we assume that each antenna (indepen-

dent of the others) experiences a one-tap Rayleigh fading

channel with constant channel gain over one packet length,

but independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) from one

packet to another. Accordingly, the minimum mean square

error (MMSE) signal detection at Bob’s and Eve’s side is given

by [28] as follows

x̂
b/e
MMSE = Ŵ

b/e
MMSEy

b/e (3)

= (H∗b/eHb/e + σ2
zI)

−1H∗b/eyb/e (4)

= x̂b/e + (H∗b/eHb/e + σ2
zI)

−1H∗b/ezb/e.(5)

Where H∗ is the hermitian transpose of the channel, while

x̂MMSE is the estimated signal by using MMSE detection

method. After this step, the receiver, Bob will apply symbol

based decryption to get the original version of the signal, while

Eve will receive a degraded version of the signal.

III. PROPOSED CQSVD METHOD

In this section, we explain our proposed CQSVD method to

generate a PR vector for symbol level encryption as presented

in Fig. 2. Under the assumption of channel reciprocity, HAB =
(HBA)T , where HAB and HBA are the channels between

Alice and Bob and between Bob and Alice, respectively, and

(.)T stands for the transposition. In this way, Alice and Bob

are able to compute similar information for key generation, but

Eve is unable to generate similar key [27]. Hence, channels

between Alice and Eve HAE and between Bob and Eve HBE

are independent to HAB and HBA, respectively. To generate

shared secret key vector (PR vector) in the multiple antenna

system by using CQSVD method, Alice and Bob perform the

following main steps:

(A) Estimation of the complex channel coefficient’s matrix.

(B) Decomposition of the channel matrix.

(C) Generation of random matrices.

(D) Reshaping to generate PR vector.

Each of the main step has further small sub-steps. The detail

of the main steps and their sub-steps is as follows:
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A. Estimation of the complex channel coefficient’s matrix

1) In the first step, Alice sends a reference signal ref ∈
CMt×1 to Bob for channel estimation.

2) Bob estimates the channel HAB ∈ C [Mr×Mt] and sends

a reference signal to Alice (within coherence time).

3) Alice also estimates the channel HBA ∈ C [Mr×Mt] from

reference signal.

B. Decomposition of channel matrix

After estimating the channel matrix {H} at both Alice and

Bob, each node will do the following steps:

1) Finding magnitudes and phases of the matrix {H}.

2) In order to generate PR vector for encryption, the channel

magnitude matrix and phase matrix are decomposed by

using simple SVD or alternative SVD, and then step (C)

and (D) are performed. Firstly, we will explain matrix

decomposition by using simple SVD and then by using

alternative SVD. In linear algebra, SVD states that a

rectangular matrix G ∈ C [Mr×Mt] can be factorized into

product of three matrices [29] as follows:

SV D{G} = USVT, (6)

where S is a diagonal matrix, U is a unitary matrix and

VT is the transpose of another unitary matrix. Firstly, We

apply simple form of SVD on the channel’s magnitude

and phase matrix and then implement step (C) and (D)

to generate PR vector for encryption. Since applying

SVD on the channel’s magnitude and phase matrix gives

6 matrices, each has size of (M × M ), where four

of them are unitary matrices, while the other two are

diagonal matrices, the total length of resulting PR vector

by using simple SVD is 4M2 +2M as presented in Fig.

2. However, the length can further be increased by using

an alternative form of SVD as presented in Fig. 2. The

alternative form of SVD can be used to decompose any

matrix G ∈ C [Mr×Mt] into a weighted, ordered sum of

M separable matrices [29] as follows:

G =

M∑
i=1

Ai =

M∑
i=1

σiui ⊗ vi (7)

where ui and vi are the ith columns of the corresponding

SVD matrices U and V, respectively, and σi is the ith

ordered singular values from S, and each Ai is M ×M
matrix. Note that the number of non-zero σi is exactly

the rank of the matrix. So, by using this alternative form

of SVD both the channel amplitude matrix as well as

channel phase matrix are decomposed into M matrices,

each of which contains M × M elements. In this way,

we get total 2M quantized matrices per MIMO channel

observation, and from which PR vector of length 2M3

can be obtained by applying steps (C) and (D), which is

much more longer than the length of PR vector by simple

SVD case that is 4M2 + 2M as presented in Fig. 2. So,

we prefer to use alternative form of SVD in CQSVD

method.

C. Generation of PR matrices

After getting matrices from alternate form of SVD, both

Alice and Bob will apply the following procedure on each

matrix to generate PR matrices.

1) Take the mean p of each matrix and compare it with every

entry of matrix A. If the value of any element is greater

than p assign one to that index, else assign zero. With

this procedure the resultant matrix will contain random

values of 1’s and 0’s.

2) As explained earlier that our scheme is based on symbol

level encryption, so we have to convert 1’s and 0’s into

phases. We achieve this task by multiplying each element

in the matrix by 2, subtracting 1 and then multiplying by

“j”, (2×A−1)×1j, where j is an imaginary number. The

resultant matrix is called PR matrix. We apply the above

mentioned procedure on each of the remaining matrices.

D. Reshaping to generate PR vector

1) Finally, we concatenate these PR matrices into one vector

called PR vector of length 2M3.

2) In the literature of channel-based secret key generation

methods, data encryption is usually applied on a bit

level basis. However, in our method, the extracted secret

key is applied on a symbol level basis as it is composed

of random phases instead of random bits. This feature

increases the security level against eavesdroppers as

compared to bit level encryption.

After generating PR vector, Alice generates a signal, modu-

lates it and divides modulated symbols into Mt streams, in

such a way that each frame contains 2M3 symbols, and then

encrypt these symbols by multiplying each symbol with an

element of PR vector, for example, encryption of any symbol

xn is given by

rk = Aeφk (8)

x = xnrk (9)

where rk is an element in PR vector, A = 1 and φk ∈ j,−j
are amplitude and phase of rk, respectively, xn is the original

data symbol and x is the encrypted symbol. The process of

decryption x is performed at Bob by dividing output of MMSE

detector by rk.

x̂n = x̂/rk = Aeφk (10)

In this way, Bob will get the original symbol. It is mentioned

in [27] that theoretical results predict M2 growth of key

generation rates, without channel quantization, for a MIMO

system. However, key of length longer than M2 can be

generated by using different method of quantization [27].

Hence, by using SVD, at high SNR, we can generate a key

vector of length 4M2 + 2M . This length can further be

enlarged by using alternate SVD, which can generate a key

vector of length 2M3. It should be emphasized that unlike the

quantization techniques in [5], [17] and [27], which require

public sharing of information about the used quantization
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SVD

Step 4:  If (k, i)>p; (k, i)=1 else (k, i)=0
for k=1,… M and i=1,……M

{where (k, i) is element of kth row and ith column of )

Step 5: Convert binary into complex phase as
= (2* -1)*1j,  where j is imaginary

Step 7: PR1=  Concatenate (
))

Step 8: PR=reshape(PR1) 
(where length of PR vector  }

Step 2:

Step 6: Repeat step 3, 4, 5 for 

Step 1: Calculate =magnitude{ } and 
=phase { } 

Step 4: If > p; =1 else =0
For k=1,… M and J=1,……M

{where is element of kth row and jth column of 

Step 5: Convert binary into complex phase as
=  (2* -1)*1j,  where j is imaginary

Step 6: Repeat step 3, 4, 5 for  all values of  

Step 2:

Step 1: Calculate   =magnitude{ } and 
=phase { } 

Alternate SVD

Step 3:   Take for all i

Step 7: PR1=  Concatenate ]

Step 8: PR=reshape(PR1) 
{where length of PR vector  }

Alice and Bob estimate channel matrix H

Step 3:   Take 

Fig. 2. SVD and Alternate SVD based channel quantization method.

level, the proposed CQSVD method does not require sending

any public messages about quantization. To reduce the key

mismatch probability between the estimated keys and increase

its robustness, we propose using powerful estimators, whose

training data symbols are long enough and have sufficient

power.
It should be noted that in our algorithm due to the com-

parison with the mean in the process of key generation (Step

C), the key is expected to be uniform and it will be shown

in the next section. The randomness of our key is verified by

using Run test function for randomness provided by MATLAB

Statistics Toolbox (2015) as h=runstest(r), where r is our

generated key vector (Step C). This function returns a test

decision for the null hypothesis that the values in the data

vector r come in random order, against the alternative that they

do not. The test is based on the number of runs of consecutive

values above or below the mean of r. The value of result h is

1 if the test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5 % significance

level, or the value is 0 otherwise [30], where h = 0 means

random and h = 1 means not random. In our case, several

tests are carried out for different channel and all of them have

given a result of zero, which means the key is random.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are presented to ana-

lyze the effectiveness of the proposed secret key generation

scheme based on CQSVD method. In order to fully assess the

performance of the generated key, two main metrics, which

reflect the effect of the estimated channel and the adopted

quantization method, are evaluated. These metrics include key

mismatch probability (error rate) and key rate (efficiency) per

matrix of MIMO channel coefficients. Moreover, the CQSVD

is compared with the state of the art channel quantization

alternating (CQA) method for key generation from reciprocal

MIMO channels [31]. In all the simulations, imperfect channel

estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity due to possible
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Fig. 3. Secret key mismatch probability (key error rate) under imperfect
channel estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity.

realistic synchronization, interference and noise errors are

taken into account. This is performed by introducing inten-

tional independent estimation errors to both Alice and Bob.

Thus, the estimated erroneous channels at Alice and Bob can

be modeled as Ĥa = H + ΔHa and Ĥb = H + ΔHb,

respectively, where H is the true channel. ΔHa and ΔHb are

modeled as independent complex Gaussian noise vectors with

zero mean and error variance σ2 = e× 10
−SNRdB

10 . It should

be emphasized that the error variance value of the estimated

channel depends on the quality of the adopted estimator, which

is highly affected by the length of the training sequence and its

power. Thus, three variances with different e’s, corresponding

to three different estimators, are considered.

Fig. 3 shows the key mismatch probability (KMP) between

the generated key sequences at Alice and Bob, whose esti-

mated erroneous channels are independent, but have equal

variance value since the same estimators are considered at

both sides. It is clear that as σ2 decreases by reducing e
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Fig. 4. Secret key rate (efficiency= Bits/channel coefficient) vs SNR, under
imperfect channel estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity.

from 1 to 0.01, the KMP of the proposed method (CQSVD)

also decreases. Also, it is shown that CQSVD outperforms

CQA method with a quantization level Q equals to 256, at

SNRs less than 30. It should be mentioned that CQA method

can have different Q values. However, for fair comparison,

Q=256 is selected for comparison since CQA with Q=256

can generate the same key rate as that of CQSVD at high

SNR, as it can be shown in Fig. 4 at SNR=35 dB. For more

details about CQA, readers can refer to [27]. Fig. 4 presents

the possible key rate measured in terms of bits per single

estimated channel coefficient and is defined as the average

identical number of bits that can be extracted from a single

channel coefficient. It is evident from Fig. 4 that CQSVD

exceeds CQA at low SNRs since the channel quantization

process in CQSVD exploits the orthogonality property brought

by SVD, instead of sector segmentation process employed by

CQA, which is more sensitive to noise than CQSVD. However,

at high SNRs, it is noticed that both CQSVD and CQA have

the same key rate as both methods become noise-error free.

In general, for a block fading M × M MIMO system with

M2 channel degree of freedom (coefficients), the length (L)

of the generated key can be defined as L = M2(1−KMP )c,
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Fig. 5. Distribution of elements of PR key vector (step D1) (uniformity).

where c = 2M is the maximum number of generated bits

per estimated channel coefficient. Furthermore, the secrecy

rate (SR) can be defined as SR = (1 − KMP )c. In Fig.

5, we show the distribution of the key before conversion into

complex phase (Section III, Step C). It is clear that our key

vector is approximately uniform. Fig. 6 presents the phases of

the complex RP vector (Section III, Step D). It is clear that

key is approximately random. The randomness is also verified

by run test function, provided by MATLAB Statistics Toolbox

(2015) (as explained earlier in Section III).

Now, since the proposed scheme implements symbol level

encryption by using the generated PR vector, it is of impor-

tance to test the effect of the developed technique on data

communication. This can be characterized by calculating the
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Fig. 6. Phase of final PR key vector (randomness).

BER performance versus SNR [2]. The simulation parameters

of the considered spatial multiplexing MIMO system are

presented in Table I. In the simulation, in order to check the

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

No of antenna at Tx 4
No of antenna at Rx 4
Block (Packet) length 128

Modulation 4-QAM
No. of Packets/frame 1000

No. of frames 128
Equalization type MMSE

Fading type Raleigh fading channel

robustness of the method, both imperfect channel estimation

(ICE) and imperfect channel reciprocity (ICR) are considered

at all communication parties [32]. In specific, channel esti-

mation errors are modeled as mentioned before and we will

show performance for e = 0.01 and e = 0.001 . Fig. 7 presents

the effect of employing secret key generation using CQSVD

method on the BER performance of the considered spatial

multiplexing MIMO system. It is shown that ICE and ICR

lead to a small degradation in the BER, due to the mismatch

between the generated PR vectors at both sides. It should be

noted that the resulting small degradation can be overcome by
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Fig. 7. BER performance of RP method with QPSK under imperfect channel
estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity.

increasing the training sequence length and its power, where

better channel estimation can be obtained.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has provided a secret key generation method,

called CQSVD, which exploits the reciprocity of M × M
MIMO channel. In this method, a phase randomization (PR)

key vector for symbol level encryption is generated by apply-

ing alternative form of SVD on channel’s phase and magnitude

matrices. It was shown that for M×M MIMO channel, a key

length of (2M3) can be generated. Simulations with a simple

4 × 4 MIMO channel have been presented. The scheme has

been analyzed for perfect and imperfect channel estimation as

well as for perfect and imperfect channel reciprocity.
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